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(160 Marks)
I-Vocabulary (24 Marks)
A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and d: (4 X 3/2 = 14 Marks)
1. Throughout his career, my grandfather has received many awards for his ...............
a- inactivity

b- dedication

c- tension

d- cast

2. Both regular physical activity and healthy balanced diet ...............good health.
a- convict

b- catch

c- consume

d- promote

3. Leaving early in the morning could help us avoid traffic and ..............highways.
a- zealous

b- congested

c- fractional

d- hydraulic

4. The teacher encouraged the students to work ................and find the correct answers.
a- adversely

b- occasionally

c- collectively

B) Fill in the spaces with suitable words from the list:

d- fundamentally

(4 X 2Y2= 10 Marks)

(newcomers / disappointing / wholeheartedly / tune out / revealed)
5. I wholeheartedly believe that everyone can achieve success through hard work.
6. The school organized a welcome party for the newcomers and their parents.
7. At last, the famous cook revealed the secret of his delicious Nutella cheesecake.
8. Although the sad ending of the movie was disappointing, I enjoyed watching it.
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A-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, and d: (4x2%=10 Marks)
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9. Is there a store around here ..................... I can get some stamps?
a- which

b- who

c- where

d- that

10. I called yesterday but couldn't get ......................The line was extremely busy.
a- behind with

b- through

c- over

d- down to

11. The doctors did ...................... they could to save the man's life.
a- something

b- nothing

c- anything

d- everything

12. Kuwait Times newspaper was founded ..................... September 24th , 1961.
a- on

b- at

c- in

d- by

B- Do as shown in brackets: (2x5 = 10 Marks)
13. The government installed new speed cameras on busy roads. (Change into passive)

New speed cameras were installed on busy roads (by the government)
14. "Don't waste your time."

(Change into reported speech)

My parents advised me not to waste my time.

III. Language Functions (20 Marks)
Write what you would say in the following situations: (4x5=20 Marks)
15. A friend of yours believes that TV programmes are always educational.
Disagreement / Expressing Opinion / Talking about effects
16. Your father refuses to buy you the latest digital camera.
Persuading / Suggestion / Stating advantages
17. Someone says that Snapchat is not as private as we think.
Agreement/ Expressing Opinion/ Giving Advice
18. Your teacher wants you to guess how children will spend their free time in the future.
Guessing/ Predicting
Any other reasonable response is accepted
2
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IV- Set Book Questions (16 Marks)
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A) Answer ONLY `TWO' of the following questions: (2X6= 12 Marks)
19. What are the advantages of media?
Media can raise awareness of global issues like poverty, literacy and health/ It
provides information on the latest events ...etc
20. Mention some of the most common uses of cameras in the modern world.
Cameras are used for entertainment, security, filming, surgical operations ..etc
21. In your opinion, what are the qualities of a good film critic?
A good film critic should be honest, objective and not biased.

Literature Time (4 Marks)
B) Answer ONLY `ONE' of the following questions: (1 X 4 = 4 Marks)

22. In your opinion, how should we treat our close relatives?
We should respect our close relatives and show our generosity.

23. Why do you think schooling is important for children?
School is the place where children learn and get proper education/ They learn
how to follow rules, be polite and respect their teachers and friends.

Any other reasonable response is accepted

3
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V-Writing (30 marks)
Write on the following topic:
"Television has a considerable social impact on our life in general and the life of
teens in particular."
In not less than 12 sentences (140 words), plan and write a report about the
importance of television and its effects on our lives.

The following ideas may help you:

- TV as means of entertainment & education
- Disadvantages of TV
- Setting family rules for watching TV
Remember: Your writing should include an introduction, body and conclusion.

[

Outline (3 Marks)

Rubrics for checking Writing:
Outlining: Introduction, body and conclusion

3

Exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences.

22

Spelling and structure.

3

Handwriting, spacing and punctuation.

2

3 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format.
N.B.
A completely off-point composition receives no marks at all.
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Write your topic here (27 marks)
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Read the following passa'e, then answer the questions below:
What do you do when you are hungry? If you're like many people, you probably
like something sweet for a snack. A tree is like a hungry child because it needs food to
grow, and it prefers sugar. It's not exactly the same sugar we find in candy and cookies,
but it is a special kind called glucose that makes trees grow.
You might be thinking, 'How does a tree eat the food (sugar)? Trees don't have
mouths. They have roots to take in water and minerals, but they don't get food through
their roots either. Trees make their sugar in their leaves. The sugar is sent from the
leaves into the branches, trunk, and roots. When a tree "eats," it moves sugar from the
leaves to all its other parts. When your mom makes cookies, she uses a recipe with
certain ingredients. When a tree grows, it uses its own recipe.
Trees grow mostly in spring and summer, where there is a lot of sunshine every
day. When fall begins, the days get shorter and there is less sun. This warns the tree to
begin getting ready for winter. The leaves begin to turn red, orange, gold, and brown,
because with less sunlight and water, the green chlorophyll in the cells of the plant
begins to disappear. As winter begins to approach, the tree uses the food it stored
during spring and summer, and goes into a rest period.
We plant trees primarily for their beauty and to provide shade, but they do create
many other benefits. Trees can sooth and relax us and help us connect to nature and our
surroundings. The colour green is a calming, cool colour that helps our eyes quickly
recover from strain. By planting and caring for trees, we help improve our surrounding
and reduce pollution. Trees absorb harmful gasses from the air and release oxygen.
People cut down trees to make furniture, equipment and paper, but overcutting of
trees makes our environment dirty and deserted. Without trees, we could potentially
suffer because of lack of oxygen and there would be no life.
A) Choose the best answer from a, b, c and, d: (4 x 4%=18 Marks)
24. The main idea of the 2'"d paragraph is ....................................
a) trees feed on the sugar they make in their leaves
b) trees reduce pollution and absorb harmful gasses
c) trees go into a rest period during winter
d) trees have many recipes
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25. The underlined word "that" in the 1st paragraph refers to ................
a) trees
b)food
c) glucose
d) candy

26. Trees get water and minerals by ..........................................
a) making them in their leaves
b) taking them in through their roots
c) turning glucose into water
d) storing them during spring and summer
27. The underlined word "improve" in the 4th paragraph is closest in meaning to ..............
a) harm
b) destroy
c) make less
d) make better
B) Answer the following questions: (3x412 Marks)
28. When do trees begin getting ready for winter?
When fall begins! When the days get shorter! When there is less sun.
29. Why do trees leaves change their colour in fall?
With less sunlight and water, the green chlorophyll begins to disappear.
30. What are the effects of cutting down trees?
Cutting down trees makes our environment dirty and deserted! Without trees,
we could potentially suffer because of lack of oxygen and there would be no life.
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C) Summary Making: (10 marks)

4

Z.

In four sentences of your own and with reference to the 4" paragraph, answer the
following question:
"What are the benefits of planting trees?"
Ss answers should include four of the following points:
We plant trees for their beauty and shade. They can sooth and relax us.
They help us connect to nature and our surroundings. The colour green is a
calming, cool colour that helps our eyes quickly recover from strain. They help
improve our surrounding and reduce pollution. Trees absorb harmful gasses from
the air and release oxygen.
VII) Translation (10 Marks)
A) With reference to the reading comprehension passage, translate the following
into good Arabic: (6 Marks)
What do you do when you are hungry? If you're like many people, you probably like
something sweet for a snack. A tree is like a hungry child because it needs food to
grow, and it prefers sugar.
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B) Translate the following sentences into good English : (4 Marks)

Ahmed: The media has a huge impact on the way people think.
All: That's why freedom of the press should be within the limits of the law.

